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Abstract
A versatile PDT light dosimetry model is described incorporating the effects of drag photobleaching, drug elimination, and normal tissue
damage. The dependence of the necrosis depth (tin) on the incident light dose for the four major modes of PDT light delivery has the form:
d~ffi 8 logJDG), where 8 is the optical penetration depth of the tumor tissue. D is the ratio of the incident light dose to the energy fluence at
the necrosis threshold, and G is a function of the tissue optical constants. Light dosimetry graphs were calculated for Photofrin@ at standard
conditions.
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1. Introduction
The photodynarnic therapy (PDT) drug Photofrin® (PF)
has received recent regulatory approvals for treatment of specific malignancies. The clinical trials leading to approvals
were performed according to protocols designed to provide
statistical data. The optimization of PDT treatment planning
is highly desirable with the ongoing transition of PDT from
an experimental to a fully approved therapy, Treatment planning based on the clinical literature requires simple radiometry calculations. This procedure may achieve statistical
responses comparable to clinical trials. However, the protocols employed for clinical trials do not consider important
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carcinoma; Cm, lecalized photosensitizerconcentration;CI, cylindrical
insertion (delivery);CS cylindricalsurface (delivery);tin,necrosisdepth;
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factors relevant to the PDT response, especially the tumor
dimensions and optical properties. Analytical light dosimetry
modeling is an alternative approach. The present methodology involves assumptions about the PDT action mechanism
and light propagation in tumor tissues. The objective is to
calculate the delivered light dose which ensures that necrosis
is achieved in all tumor regions. There is a considerable
literature on light dosimetry models for PDT [ i-15]. The
present and prior models are based on the assumption that
PDT is a "threshold" process, in which a minimum energy
density must be absorbed by the localized photosensitizer in
order to initiate tumor necrosis. The complex rate kinetics
associated with a threshold process may be circumvented by
relating the necrosis depth (tin) to the incident light dose.
Treatment planning then involves matching the calculated
necrosis depth to the tumor dimensions. The present model
incorporates features of the earlier work as well as new
results. The analysis based on the diffusion approximation
leads to dosimetry relations having the same form for four
principal modes of PDT light delivery. The numerical results
for front surface light delivery are in good agreement with
more accurate calculations based on Monte Carlo modeling.
Dosimetry results are presented in graphical form for PF.

2. Photophysical and photochemical basis of the model
The major determinants of the threshold dose are combined
in an energy fluence parameter q* (J m -2) which depends
on the type and concentration of the PDT drug, the treatment
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wavelength, and the intrinsic photosensitivity of the tumor.
Ideally, q* does not depend on the tumor optical properties,
its dimensions, and the mode of light delivery. It is convenient
to derive the dosimetry relations by ignoring drug photobleaching and pharrnocokinetics and then evaluate their
effects on the calculated values ofdn. The basic photochemical quantity in the present model is the minimum energy
density W~ (J m -3) that must be absorbed by the localized
photosensitizer in order to initiate tumor necrosis. This quantity is related to q* according to:
w * = T~c, oq*

( 1)
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Table 1
Necrosis depth calculation for different modes of light delivery
Light delivery mode

dn= B Ioge(DG)
D

G

Front surface (FS) "

MEotlq*

1

Point surface (PS) b

pjM,/~aZq,

a
l
a+d. I + 2a/a+ 2r,/8

Cylindrical surface (CS)

2PotM'/ ~Laq*

1 +2cd 8~

Cylindrical insertion (CI)

Pot/Lozq*

]

where C~o ( Izg g - ]) is the localized drug concentration and
~'~ ( cm-~ t~g-~ g) is the specific absorption coefficient of
the photosensitizer per unit concentration. The necrosis condition may be expressed as:

• M is given by Eq. (A4).
b M'= ~(1 +2alS)M.

cp(rn) t = q*

Table 2
Calculated values of Re and 8 for some in vitro human tissues at 630-635 nm

(2)

where cp(r,) ( W m -z) is the energy fluence rate at a tissue
location r~ where the necrosis threshold is just attained and t
(s) is the treatment time. Four modes of PDT light delivery
are considered: front surface ( F S ) ~ a uniform irradiance
incident beam delivered by an external source; point surface
(PS)--an isotropic source centered in a spherical cavity;
cylindrical surface (CS)--a line source centered in a cylindrical lumen; cylindrical insertion (Cl)--a line source
embedded in the tumor tissue. The functions ~p(r) were
derived in prior work based on the photon diffusion approximation [12]. Substituting ~p(r) in Eq. (2) leads to the
dependence of d~ on the incident light dose (Appendix A).
The result for FS delivery is:

d~ = 8 log¢( MEJ/ q*)

(3)

where (Eot) is the incident fluence and the dimensionless
constant M is given by Eq. (A4). The value of M depends
on the tumor optical constants and the mismatch between the
tissue refractive index (n) and the external medium. The
results for the four geometries have the form:
d, ffi 6 loge(DO)

(4)

where d, is the necrosis depth measured from the illuminated
tissue surface, D is the incident fluence scaled to q*, and
function G depends on the optical constants (Table 1).

3. Light desimetry calculations

3. I. Light dosimetry for PF at standard conditions
Standard conditioas for PF are taken as 630 nm irradiation
and 2.0 n~g kg- i injection dose with a post-injection time
delay of 24-48 h.

3,1.1. Esumation of parameters
The key parameters in Eq. (4) are 8 and q*. 8 can be
measured directly or calculated from the tissue optical con-

Tissue

Rd a

8 (ram) b

Ref.

Aona
Bladder c
Brain
(white matter)
(gray matter)
Breast
Dermis
Epidermis
Liver
Lung
Uterus

0.59
0.52

1.2
2.5

[30]
[ 18]

0.08
0.14
0.60
0.33
0.35
0.23
0,29
0.77

2.4
1.1
3.2
0.6
0.9
0.7
0.2
0.9

[3! ]
[31 ]
[32]
[33]
[ 34 ]
[35 ]
[32]
[32]

a Calculated with Eq. (A5) from published optical constants,
b Calculated with Eq. (A2) from published optical constants.
c 650 nm.

stants using Eq. (A2). Typical values of 8 for non-pigmented
tissues range from 1-3 mm for red and near-infrared light
[16]. The value q*ffi39Jcm -2 was calculated for PF at
standard conditions from clinical data indicating that PDT of
basal cell carcinoma (BCC) required a minimum (EJ) =
20J cm -2 [17]. The parameter M depends on the diffuse
reflection coefficient (Rd) of the tissue. Some values of 6and
Rd for red light calculated from published optical constants
are given in Table 2. The calculated values of dn are insensitive to the numerical values of the quantities inside the
logarithmic terms. The present calculations are based on
n= 1.38 and a=0.05 cm (see Appendix A).

3.1.2. Front surface delivery
FS delivery is used for PDT of superficial tumors with an
external optical fiber and for "focal" light delivery to interstitial tissue surfaces, The dependence of the scaled necrosis
depth d,18 on the incident light dose (Eot) is graphed in
Fig. 1. The leveling of dn cannot be offset by using an arbitrarily high light dose without undue tissue heating. A "rule
of thumb" maximum for Eo is 150 mW cm- z for PF at standard conditions. Assuming 8=-2 nun and Ro=0.3 for a typ-
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Fig. I. Front surface light delivery with PF at standard conditions. Dependence of scaled necrosis depth (d,/8) on FS dose and diffuse reflectivity (Rn):-Rn = 0.1; • • ' R,=0.2; - • - R,=0.3; & Rn"0.4; X R,=0.5; o R,=0.6.

on Eq. (4) for PS delivery are close to Eq. (3) at the equivalent surface dose. The values of d. are compared in Fig. 2
for a 300 c m 3 c a v i t y volume and 8 = 2 mm. The good agreement indicates that the FS calculation may be employed for
PS delivery with (Eot)ffiPotl4~ra2. The "integrating
sphere" effect is a complication for PS light delivery. Scattered light reflected by the bladder wall may increase the
effectivefluence by a factor of/3' which is strongly dependent
on the patient [ 18]. A typical value/3' = 5 would increased.
by an additive factor of 1.68. In situ light dosimetry measurements are highly desirable for bladder PDT to determine
the true light dose,

|
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3.1.4. Cylindrical surface delivery
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Fig. 2. Point surface light delivery with PF at standard conditions. Dependence of d , on the total surface dose including scattered light. The assumed
cavity volume is 300cm 3 and 8=2.0ram: solid line, calculated for PS
delivery, dashed line, calculated for FS delivery.

ical non-pigmented tumor leads to maximum effective
d. ~: 7 mm for FS delivery.

CS delivery is used for PDT within cylindrical cavities,
including the esophagus, bronchus, and vaginal wall. For a
given light dose, d, depends on the lumen diameter 2a, Rd,
and 8. Fig. 3(a) shows the dependence of d, on light dose
and Rd for 2a = 25 mm and 8= 2.0 mm. Fig. 3(b) shows the
dependence of d, on 2a for Rd=0.25 and 8=2.0 mm
Fig. 3 (c) shows the dependence of d, on 6 for Rd = 0.25 and
2a = 25 mm. The equivalent surface dose calculation is useful
only for large a.

3.1.3. Point surface delwery

3.1.5. Cylindrical insertion delivery

PS delivery is employed for PDT of the urinary bladder.
Typical values of the cavity radius a, about 2-4 cm, are much
larger than a and 8 and, therefore, calculations of d. based

CI delivery is employed for PDT of bulky tumors. The
dependence of the necrosis radius r. on the CI dose is plotted
in Fig. 4. The maximum effective necrosis di~neter (2r.) is
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Fig. 3. Cylindrical surface light delivery with PF at standard conditions. Dependence of d. on CS dose, (a) For assumed 25 mm diameter, 8 = 2.0 nun, and
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4. Effects of drug photobleaching and elimination
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Fig. 4. Cylindrical insertion light delivery with PF at standard conditions.
Dependence o f necrosis radius (r.) on CI dose at different &

about 12 mm for 8=2 mm. CI delivery cannot be approximated by a surface dose calculation.

3.2. Generalized light dosimetry
Fig. 5 shows generalized light dosimetry plots for FS delivery with the incident light dose scaled to q* and the necrosis
depth scaled to 8. The results were calculated with the more
accurate Eq. (A6) and the parameters in Ref. [19]. The
normalized curves are insensitive to Ra, which simpfifies the
applications to different tumors. Fig. 5 should be applicable
for any PDT drug that functions via the threshold mechanism.

The light dose and PF dose are net"reciprocal" quantities,
e.g. halving the PF dose requires more than twice the light
dose to achieve equivalent necrosis. This effect is attributed
to photobleaching of PF by the PDT light [ 1,2,12,13]. Other
consequences of photobleaching are an upper bound on d,
and sparing of those normal tissues having low initial drug
concentrations. Photolysis of PF in vitro generates a photosensitizing "red" photoproduct which was not considered
[20]. Elimination refers to a decrease of the localized drug
concentration during the PDT procedure. This effect may be
a consequence of the pharmacoldnetics or light-induced
changes in the tumor properties. In either case, the rate of
elimination is specified by an effective halftime T. The
detailed analysis is given in Appendix B.
The photobleaching rate constant (K,) is defined as the
fractional loss of active photosensitizer per unit energy
density absorbed by the active photosensitizer. K,=
2.54 p.g g - t j - I cm3 was calculated from clinical results
indicating that PDT of BCC with PF requires about 30 J cm- 2
at standard conditions (2.0 mg kg- t) and about 200 J cm -z
at 1.0 mg kg -! [21]. The corresponding rate constant in
terms of the incident fluence is 0.025 J-~ cmz. An experimental result for human patients based on loss of in vivo PF
fluorescence is 0.040J -I cmz [2]. Drug dose-light dose
non-reciprocity is significant for PF. The calculations in
Table 3 based on Eq. (B6) assume that C~ois proportional to
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Table 3
Effects of photobleaching and elimination on PDT light dosimetry

Rn=0.l; • • • Ra=0.2;- • - R , = 0 . 3 ; K Rn=0.4; xRn=0.5;

4.1. Effects of photobleaching and drug elimination on
necrosis depth

A. £~ect of photobleaching on light dose"
PF dose (rag kg- ~)

Ed (tel)

Fb

2,0
135
1,5
!,25
1.0

!
i.22
!,58
2,30
6.67

i
i ,07
1.19
!,44
3,33

B. £~ect of photobleaching on necrosis depth"
da° ~-d.-0.328

C. EHectof drnB elimination on necrosis depth c
8 t-0693 ,

:d,-

• For PF at standard conditions.
b Drag dose X light dose.
c For a photosensitizer having elimination half-life T.

the injection dose. The "non-reciprocity factor" F is the
product of the relative drug dose and light dose. Fdepends
only on the clinical results used to evaluate K, and not its
numerical value. Photobleaching leads to an upper limit in
the necrosis depth that depends on the initial localized drug
concentration. For PF at standard conditions photobleaching
reduces d, by 0.328 at any light dose.

For elimination without photobleaching d~ is reduced by:
8 log~[ ( 1 -/3)//3], e.g. d~ is smaller by 0.638 for T= 2 h. A
more complicated relation obtains when photobleaching and
elimination take place. Fig. 6 shows some numerical calculations of d J 6 based on Eq. (B9) for a hypothetical shortlived photosensitizer having the same q* and Ks as PF and
Eo = 150 mW cm- 2. The dashed line is the limiting value PF
at standard conditions ignoring photobleaching and elimination. The practical effect ofphotobleachingand elimination
on d, is relatively small. According to Fig. 6, d, =2.738 for
a 1 h halflife and a 20min irradiation (180Jcm-2). The
same light dose for PF leads to dn--3.208 without photobleaching and dn-- 2.888 with the photobleaching correction.

4.2. Normal tissue damage
Photochemical damage to normal tissues sets an upper
limit on the PDT light dose. A practical relation is derived by
calculating the maximum necrosis depth in the tumor without
inducing necrosis of normal tiss~tes receiving the same light
dose (d*). The result based on ~qs. (1) and (3) assuming
the same gr,**for normal and malignant tissues and setting
dn-- 0 in the normal tissue lead.,',to:
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Fig. 7. Maximum scaled necrosis depth (d~lS) leading to neglible normal
tissue damage for PF at standard conditions. C is ratio of the drag concentration in normal tissue to that in the tumor.

lent calculation including photobleaching leads to Eq. (B 10),
where it is assumed that the tumor and normal tissues are
exposed to the same fluence, d~ depends on the light dose
because the normal and tumor tissues have different and
changing drug concentration profiles during the course of the
irradiation. Plots ofd~' / 8 are given in Fig. 7 for PF at standard
conditions, Ra = 0.3% and different values of C, e.g., C= 0.3
gives d~ = 1.908 at 30 J cm-2 and 3.348 at 150 J cm- 2. The
corresponding values ofa~ calculated with Eq. (3) and corrected for photobleaching are 1.098 and 2.698. Thus, the
predicted d, for these conditions are lower than the corresponding d~, which illustrates that photobleaching spares
normal tissues having low initial PF concentrations.
5. Summary of model results

d~./ 8 = log~(Go/Go')

(5)

where (?so' and Cso are the drug concentrations in the normal
tissue and the tumor, respectively. The concentration ratio
C - Cso°/Cso is equivalent to the "therapeutic ratio" for PDT
because the light dose leading to necrosis depends on the
localized drug concentration. According to Eq. (5),
d~*-- 1.28 for Cso'/C~o= 0.3. The small maximum value of
d~*ignores photobleaching which is significant at the low PF
drug concentrations localized in normal tissues. The equiva-

The present light dosimetry model leads to the following
general conclusions:
!. The calculated necrosis depth levels off at high light dose
for FS and CI delivery. The practical upper limits on d,
for 8-- 2 mrn and PF at standard conditions are - 7 mm
for FS delivery (Fig. 1) and -- 12 mm (2r,) for CIdelivery (Fig. 4).
2. For a scaled light dose (Eot)/q*, the scalednecrosis depth
dJ 8 has a weak dependence on Ro (Fig. 5).
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Table 4
Application o f model results to hypothetical PDT procedures •
Cancer

Ta bladder cancer
Head and neck SCC
Skin BCC
Barrett's dysplasia
Obstracfi~ esophageal cancer

Light dose

15 J c m - 2 b
125 J c m -2
75 J c m - i
30 J cm -2
250 J c m - t
300 J c m - t

Delivery mode

PS
FS
CI
FS
CS
CS

Calculatedd. (ram)

Assumed parameters
Dimensions

P~

8 (mm)

300 cm 3

0.5
0.25
0.25
0.37
0.25
0.25

2.5
2.0
2.0
1.0
2.0
2.0

25 m m dia
5 mmdia

2.1
5.4
9.2 c
! .4
2.5
5.3

• For PF at standard conditions.
Direct plus scattered fluence.
c Diameter o f necrotic region.

3. Photobleaching of PF leads to significant "non-reciprocity" between light dose and drug dose (Table 2).
4. Photobleaching and elimination for PF at standard conditions may have a significant effect on dn (Fig. 6).
5. Photobleaching of PF protects those normal tissues having
low initial drug concentrations (Fig. 7).

6. Discussion
A realistic evaluation of the accuracy is a key issue for
modeling of PDT light dosimetry. The present model represents a compromise between theoretical complexityand computational convenience.The numerical values of the principal
drug-related variables, q* and Ki, were estimated from clinical data for BCC. Whether the same values are applicable
for other tumors requires further evaluation. 8 is most important tissue.related variable owing to the linear dependence of
dn on 8. Judicious guessing of 8 is not impractical, although
this approach cannot be expected to optimize a procedure. In
vitro determinations of 8 are subject to sample variability and
do not account for light absorption by blood [22]. Light
absorption by the PDT drug also should reduce & However,
a much larger effect was found for an animal model, in which
administration of PF led to a large increase of #s(l - g ) in
excised tumor tissues [23]. A similar effect of PF on tumor
optical constants was deduced from skin reflection measurements on patients treated for basal cell nevus syndrome. At
24 h after administration of PF, the skin reflectivity was
slightly lower in uninvolved skin, but it was higher in basal
cell cancer (BCC) sites [24,25]. This result can only be
explained by an enhancing effect of PF on light scattering in
the BCC. The most reliable values of B for PDT modeling
would be obtained from in vivo measurements immediately
~i<~, to PDT.
The present model treats the rate-controlling step in PDT
as equivalent to a photochemical process. The threshold calculation implies that PF is localized in tumor tissues. More
hydmphilic PDT drugs with shorter plasma lifetimes may
remain in the circulation. This case can be accommodatedin
the model by employing an appropriate value of q*. Deple-

tion of tumor oxygen is not included in the present model.
Clinical data showing that satisfactory results can be achieved
for a wide range of treatment variables suggest that oxygen
depletion is not a crucial factor for PF at standard condition
[ 17]. Other factors that may affect tumor photosensitivity
are tissue heating induced by the PDT light and adjuvant
drugs. These effects can be included in the model by adjustirig
the value of q*.
There is no definitive method for evaluating the accuracy
of model predictions. Table 4 gives some calculated values
of dn for hypothetical PDT procedures. The result for superficial (Ta) bladder cancer is based on the surface dose used
in Phase HI clinical trials. The calculated dn= 2 mm predicts
that necrosis is limited to superficial lesions. Bulky head and
neck squamous cell cancers (SCC) were successfullytreated
by the combination of FS and CI delivery using modeling as
a guide to the light dosimetry, [8,26]. BCC are typically
treated at 20-40 J cm- 2 for PF at standard conditions. The
predicted dn extends into the upper dermis. A CS light dose
of 250 J cm- ~as might be used for PDT ofBarrett'sdysplasia
leads to d, = 2.5 mm for a 25 mm diameter esophagus. For
obstructing esophageal cancer, 300 J cm- 2 based on Phase
III clinical trials predicts a significant reduction of the tumor
mass. In general, the model predictions are consistent with
estimates of the required necrosis depth for these procedures.
It is important to emphasize that modeling is based on idealized conditions and estimated average parameters. Owing
to the variability of drug pharmacokinetics, tumor optical
properties, and tumor photosensitivity, the model predictions
should be used only as a general guide to treatment planning
in conjunction with diagnosis and clinical judgment.
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Appendix A. Diffusion model calculations of necrosis
depth without drug photobleaching and elimination
The diffusion equation for a uniform medium is

V2~0(r) -

( M / a ) ~o(r) = - S(r) l a

(AI)

where a - - (1/3) [/~a+/~(1 - g ) ] is the photon diffusion
constant;/~o is the linear absorption coefficient,/~+ is the linear
scattering coefficient, and g is the mean cosine of the singleparticle scattering angle. The exact form of the source function S(r) in Eq. (A1) depends on the angular scattering
distribution or phase function. The optical penetration depth
8 is the distance within the tissue in which the fluence rate is
attenuated by e - ~. The value of 8 in tissue locations distant
from sources is given by:
8= V~/-~//t,

(A2)

A.I. Necrosis depth calculatioas
FS light delivery is modeled by assuming a wide, uniform
irradiance light beam incident on a uniform semi-infinite
layer. Eq. (A3) is the solution for the "T0-delta" phase
function, consisting of an isotropic component plus a solidangle delta function in the forward direction, and the approximations: Z>> a and [/.~a/bts(1 - g) ] 2 •< 1:
tp( z) -- MEo exp( - z~ 8)

( A3 )

where Eo is the incident irradiance and z is the depth into the
tissue [ 12]. The constant M for this approximation is given

by
M= 3[ 1 + (2/3)bRdl

(A4)

where Rd is the diffuse reflection coefficient, b - ( r i +
1) / (ri - 1), and r+ is the internal reflection coefficient at the
interface, ri = 0.514 for a typical tissue with n = 1.38. Values
of Rd for other tissues may be estimated from the optical
constants. The 'T0-delta" phase function leads to the following expression:

Rdffi
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to Eq. (A6) for PF at standard conditions and (Eot)=
501 cm-2 in Fig. 8. The good agreement supports the use of
the more convenient diffusion approximation.
The light dosimetry expressions for the other modes were
derived by setting S(r) = 0 and employing the approximate
boundary condition:
cp(a) =4E(a) - 2F(a)

(A7)

where F(a) is the magnitude of diffuse energy flow vector
and a is the coordinate at the boundary at which light enters
the tissue [28]. The resultant solutions for q,(r) are given in
Ref. [ 12]. The light dosimetry relations were calculated by
substituting the expressions for ~pin Eq. (2) and solving for
the necrosis depth leading to Eq. (A8) (same as Eq. (4)):
d, = 8 loge(DG)

(A8)

where d, is the necrosis depth measured from the illuminated
tissue surface. The functions D and G are given in Table 1.
The factor M' -- ( 1/4) (1 + 2a/8)M is an approximate correction for refractive index mismatch at the air-tissue interface derived by equating d, at large a to the results for FS
delivery. The present M' differs from the less accurate M' in
Ref. [ 12]. Applications of Eq. (AS) for PS delivery should
use the total fluence consisting of the direct and scattered
light.
q* for PF at s~adard conditions was calculated from clinical data showing that PDT of BCC required a minimum
(Eot) = 2 0 I c m -2 [17]. Setting d . = 8in Eq. (3) for superficial tumors and taking M = 5.3 for BCC at 630 nm leads to
q * = 3 9 I c m -2. The value of M was calculated with Eq.
(A4) for n = 1.38 and Rdffi0.37 for BCC at 630 nm [24].
The values of Rd in Table 2 were calculated with Eq. (A5)
using the same optical constants leading to 8. The c',dculated
d, are insensitive to the parameters in the logarithmic terms.
A 25% error in q* changes d, by 0.258. a does not vary
widely for non-pigmented tissues at a given wavelength. The
approximate value or-- 0.05 cm was used for all calculations
[ 1]. A 25% error in a changes d, by 0.38 for CI delivery,
which is the most sensitive case.

N'
[(1 + N ' ) + ~ ( 1

+ N ' ) ] [1 + 2 b / f 3 ( 1 + N ' ) ]

(AS)
where N' -/~s ( 1 - g) //~a [ 12,T/1. Eq. (A5) is exact within
the limitations of the diffusion approximation.
A more accurate expression for ~p(z) close to the interface
has the form:
¢p(Z) =Eo[Ci exp(-ktzlS) -- C2 exp( - k 2 z / 8 ) ]

(A6)

Semi-empirical expressions were derived for the dependence
of C,, C2, k~, and k2 on Rd by fitting Eq. (A6) to Monte Carlo
calculations for uniformtj illuminated semi-infinite layers
having n = 1.38 and g=0.7-0.9 [ 19]. The values of Cl are
close to M, e.g. for Re =0.3, Eq. (A4) gives M=4.87 compared with C1 =4.72. Eq. (3) for FS delivery is compared

Appendix B. Effect of drug photobleaehing and
elimination
B.I. Photobleaching model
It is assumed that photobleaching obeys overall first-order
photochemical kinetics with rate constant Ks. This m~hanism does not apply for a self-photosensitization, e.g.
photo-oxidation of the sensitizer mediated by singlet oxygen
generated by the sensitizer. In this case, Ks is considered as
an empirical rate parameter applicable for the specific conditions. The dependence of the localized drug concentration
on the absorbed energy density is given by:
-

aCs(r,t)/at = Ks [ dWs(r,t) Idt]

(B 1 )
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Fig. 8. Front surface light delivery with PF at standard conditions. Dependence of d, on a and R, at 50 J cm- 2 light dose: solid lines, diffusion approximation;
dashed lines. Monte Carlo modeling based on Eq. (A6).

where K, ( p~g ml - nj - ncm3) is the specific photobleaching
rate constant per unit absorbed energy density. The effect of
photobleaching on the rate of light absorption is given by
- ~)W,(r,t) l o t = ~,C,(r,t) ~o(r)

(B2)

Substituting Eq. (B 1) in Eq. (B2) and integrating over time
leads to the concentration distribution:
C.(r,t) ffi C,o exp [ - ~,g,~(r) t]

(B3)

where C,o (p,g g - ~) is the initial drug concentration. According to Eq. (B3), the drug concentration decreases exponentially in time with a complex spatial dependence that depends
on the light distribution. The effect of photobleaching on light
absorption is calculated by substituting Eq. (B3) in Eq. (B2)
and integrating over time:
W,(r,t) = ( C, olKs) { 1 -exp[ - %K,~(r)t] }

(94)

Eq. (B4) indicates that the maximum absorbed energy density W~after a lengthy irradiation equals C, o1£~. Tissue necrosis requires W, > W*. The subsequent analysis is carried out
for FS delivery. The essential conclusions should be the same
for other light delivery modes. Substituting Eq. (A3) in Eq.
(B2) and evaluating at the necrosis threshold leads to:

f" - K,T~M( Eot)
d. = 8 Iog~ti.og~( 1 - E,W*lC, o } f

(B5)

Comparing Eqs. (B5) and (A8) shows that photobleaching
reduces the necrosis depth by 8 logo[ - iog~( 1 - x ) / x ] ,
where x -- K. W * l C, o = £, %q*.
K, may be calculated from clinical results ir,dicating that
PDT of BCC with PF requires about 30 J cm -2 at standard
conditions (2.0mgkg -~) and about 2~tmJcm -2 at
1.0mg kg -I [21]. Since W* does not depend on the drug
dose, these values of C,o and (Eot) can be substituted in Eq.
(B5) and the results equated:
(Eo0' = log~[ 1 - (C,o/C,o')X]
Eot
log~( 1 - x )

(B6)

where the primed values apply to the lower drug dose. The
numerical solution of Eq. (B6) leads to x=0.495. Taking
% -- 0.005 I~g- t g cm- 1 for PF in tumor tissue at 630 nm
[29] andq* = 39 J cm- 21ea0stoK, = 2.54 p~g g-n j-n cm3.
The corresponding rate constant in terms of the incident dose
is = K,~'J~l/e -- 0.025 J- ! cm2). Substituting x in Eq. (B5)
for PF at standard conditions shows that photobleaching
reduces d, by 0.328 at any light dose.
The present analysis of drug elimination follows the
approach in Ref. [ 13] in which it was assumed that photobleaching and elimination obey first-order kinetics. The modified form ofEq. (B3) is
C, (r,t) = C,o exp [ - %Kjp(r ) t - fit]

(B7)
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where /3 is the drug e l i m i n a t i o n rate constant and T=
Iog~2//3. Substituting Eq. ( B 7 ) in Eq. ( B 2 ) and integrating
over t i m e g i v e s

%C~o~p(r)

Ws(r,t) = ~.sKs~o(r) + t { 1 - e x p [ - %Kstp(r)t- ~t] ]
(B8)
Eq. ( B 8 ) r e d u c e s to the c o r r e s p o n d i n g expressions for negligible e l i m i n a t i o n or negligible p h o t o b l e a c h i n g for/3 = 0 and
K s - - 0 , respectively. The necrosis condition for F S d e l i v e r y
is

A( Eot)
+ / 3 / , I - e x p [ - (¢sKsEo + / 3 ) ] t} - - q *
csKs( Eot)

(B9)

where A - M e x p ( - d n / 8 ) . E l i m i n a t i o n differs f r o m p h o t o b l e a c h i n g b e c a u s e dn d e p e n d s on the incident irradiance Eo
as well as the incident fluence (Eot).
P h o t o b l e a c h i n g protects n o r m a l tissues with low initial
drug concentrations. The m a x i n m m necrosis depth that can
be a c h i e v e d in tumor tissue w i t h o u t necrosis o f normal tissue
( d * ) can b e calculated with Eq. ( B 5 ) by assuming the, s a m e
values o f (Eot), cs, Ks, a n d M in the n o r m a l and tumor,assues:
exp(-d~/8)

= log~{ 1 - (Cso'/Cso) [ 1 - e x p ( y ) ] }/y
(B10)

where y-= %KsM(Eot). S o m e c o m p a r i s o n s o f Eqs. ( B 10) and
( B 5 ) in Section 4.2 show that d * > dn for P F at standard
conditions.
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